INTRODUCTION
============

One of the prevailing theories for explaining the neurobiological basis of autism is an alteration in the connectivity patterns present in the autistic brain. In particular, it is suggested that the long-range connectivity of the neocortex is reduced and that local connectivity is enhanced ([@R1]--[@R4]). Despite the appeal of this theory, which conceptually explains a number of behavioral symptoms of this disorder ([@R2], [@R5]), hard proof has been difficult to establish, in part because of the range of spatial and temporal scales needed to address this question. Recent studies suggest that although connectivity is largely atypic in autistic patients, the exact pattern of connectivity changes depends, to a large extent, on the age of the subjects and is complicated by the substantial heterogeneity present within the spectrum ([@R4], [@R6], [@R7]). Given these confounding factors, there is a need for refined models to understand how connectivity might be targeted for therapeutic intervention.

In the context of neurodevelopmental disorders such as autism spectrum disorder (ASD), fragile X syndrome (FXS) presents an attractive model for investigating changes in structural-functional connectivity. FXS is the most prevalent inherited form of intellectual disability disorder and the best-characterized cause of ASD, with at least 5% of ASD cases being attributed to FXS \[reviewed by Budimirovic and Kaufmann ([@R8])\]. FXS and ASD are intertwined at the molecular level ([@R9], [@R10]). Moreover, FXS is a well-characterized neurobiological disorder of known etiology: In almost all cases, FXS is caused by the transcriptional silencing of the *FMR1* gene. Mutational inactivation of the murine homolog of this gene (*Fmr1*) has led to the generation of a well-validated mouse model, the *Fmr1*^*−/y*^ mouse ([@R11], [@R12]), which recapitulates many behavioral and physiological aspects of the disorder ([@R13]). Studies in this mouse model have led to a profound understanding of the neurobiological basis of this disorder. For example, early changes in structural connectivity features ([@R14], [@R15]), as well as changes in the strength and nature of synaptic connections ([@R16]--[@R18]), are suggested to play a fundamental role in the pathophysiology of FXS. However, although changes in local connectivity of neocortical circuits have been revealed during the early developmental stages of the *Fmr1*^*−/y*^ mouse ([@R14], [@R19]), long-range connectivity is largely unexplored in this experimental model.

Here, we asked whether structural and functional connectivity is altered at the mesoscopic level in the *Fmr1*^*−/y*^ mouse. In particular, we examined the balance between long- and short-range connectivity, placing particular emphasis on the anatomical pathways governing the flow of information to, from, and within the neocortex. The neocortex plays an essential role in the processing and integration of sensory information (among other things). Defects in sensory information processing are a common feature of both FXS ([@R20], [@R21]) and ASD ([@R22]--[@R24]) and have been suggested to play a role in the expression of a range of behavioral disturbances, such as restricted or stereotyped behavior ([@R23], [@R25], [@R26]). The *Fmr1*^−/*y*^ mouse recapitulates a number of these sensory phenotypes. For example, hyperresponsiveness to acoustic stimuli ([@R27], [@R28]), and the sensory neocortex is hyperexcited in response to tactile and auditory stimuli ([@R28]--[@R30]), as reviewed by Contractor *et al*. ([@R31]). Here, we used a range of complementary methods to examine differences in the structural organization of white matter and anatomical wiring as well as differences in functional connectivity with the goal of identifying convergent patterns of abnormality in the neocortex of *Fmr1*^−/y^ mice.

RESULTS
=======

Reduced structural integrity of the corpus callosum
---------------------------------------------------

To provide an initial characterization of the anatomical connectivity of the whole brain of adult *Fmr1*^*−/y*^ mice and wild-type littermate controls, we performed high-resolution (11.7 T) diffusion tensor imaging (DTI) permitting the identification of the corpus callosum---the major fiber bundle serving the neocortex. We calculated the fractional anisotropy (FA) values, permitting an exploration of the orientation coherence of axons in this fiber bundle ([@R32]). We found that the FA values are reduced in several regions of the corpus callosum of *Fmr1*^*−/y*^ mice (cf. wild-type controls), suggesting diminished structural integrity of this fiber tract ([Fig. 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). Specifically, FA values were decreased in the posterior part of the brain, the splenium/forceps major (FMJ) of the corpus callosum \[FA(wild type)~FMJ~ = 0.427 ± 0.005; FA(*Fmr1*^*−/y*^)~FMJ~ = 0.391 ± 0.009; *P* = 0.0069\], and in the anterior part of the brain, the forceps minor (FMI) of the corpus callosum \[FA(wild type)~FMI~ = 0.386 ± 0.007; FA(*Fmr1*^*−/y*^)~FMI~ = 0.329 ± 0.019; *P* = 3.5 × 10^−5^\]. No changes were seen in the external capsule (EC) \[FA(wild type)~EC~ = 0.347 ± 0.011; FA(*Fmr1*^*−/y*^)~EC~ = 0.321 ± 0.008; not significant (n.s.)\] and the central part of the corpus callosum, Genu/Body (G/B) \[FA(wild type)~G/B~ = 0.354 ± 0.003; FA(*Fmr1*^*−/y*^)~G/B~ = 0.345 ± 0.007; n.s.\] ([Fig. 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). No significant changes were found in the measurements of other diffusion-related parameters, such as average diffusivity and first eigenvalue, either in the corpus callosum or in the neocortical areas (fig. S1). Together, these findings point to an alteration in the orientation of fibers within the corpus callosum rather than to changes in their absolute number. For example, a relative decrease of the overall long-range connectivity compared to the local/short-range connectivity could reduce the FA value.

![Reduced structural integrity of the corpus callosum in *Fmr1*^*−/y*^ mice.\
DTI was performed on adult *Fmr1*^*−/y*^ and wild type (WT) mice to measure the FA of the corpus callosum. Tensor images were collectively acquired in several horizontal planes from +2.0 to −4.0 mm from the bregma, with an interplane distance of 0.5 mm (WT, *n* = 12; *Fmr1*^*−/y*^, *n* = 7). FA values were measured on individual planes and grouped into the splenium/FMJ of the corpus callosum, EC, the Genu/Body of the corpus callosum, and the FMI of the corpus callosum. (**A**) Color-coded heat maps of the FA values showing the average (of all WT and *Fmr1*^*−/y*^ animals) of one plane from each group (from anterior to posterior). Warm colors indicate fiber tracts with strong diffusion coherence. (**B**) The FA values were significantly reduced in *Fmr1*^*−/y*^ mice in the FMI (*P* = 3.5 × 10^−5^) and the splenium/FMJ (*P* = 0.0069). Data are means ± SEM. \*\**P* \< 0.01 (*Fmr1*^*−/y*^ compared with WT). Statistical significance was determined using multiple *t* tests corrected for multiple comparisons using the Holm-Sidak method with α = 0.05.](1500775-F1){#F1}

Alterations in the structural connectivity of the primary visual cortex
-----------------------------------------------------------------------

The aforementioned results, showing an altered structural organization of the white matter in *Fmr1*^*−/y*^ mice, suggest that the adjacent neocortical areas---in particular the frontal cortex and the primary visual cortex (V1)---may be strongly affected by these changes. Sensory information processing defects are a common feature of both FXS and ASD \[for example, Lane *et al*. ([@R22]) and Marco *et al*. ([@R33])\], and functional imaging studies suggest increased activation of the neocortex of ASD subjects in response to sensory stimuli of a range of modalities ([@R24]). In addition, alterations in visual perception and fine-scale neuroanatomical defects in the visual cortex (V1) have been reported for FXS patients ([@R34]--[@R37]). Indeed, rescue of an aberrant spine phenotype in V1 of *Fmr1*^*−/y*^ mice has been used as an end point for pharmacological rescue approaches ([@R38]). In light of these findings and our own aforementioned results, we probed the reorganization of the anatomical connectivity of V1 by mapping and quantifying neurons projecting to this region. To permit this analysis, we injected a retrograde viral tracer into V1 and subsequently quantified local and long-ranging projections \[as the fraction of labeled neurons (FLN)\]. To determine the precise location of the injection site, we simultaneously co-injected an anterograde variant of the same virus ([@R39]). The cell body locations of all labeled cells were then introduced as fiducial markers into a three-dimensional (3D) brain model ([@R40]) to compute the Euclidian distance in the whole brain from the injection site ([Fig. 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}; representative images of tracing are shown in fig. S2; schematic representation of the experimental procedure is shown in fig. S3; for movies showing the totality of retrogradely labeled cells in the 3D brain model of wild-type and *Fmr1*^*−/y*^ mice, see movies S1 and S2, respectively). The largest proportion of inputs to V1 stemmed from a limited number of brain areas, namely, the primary and secondary visual cortices, the thalamic nuclei, and the auditory and motor cortices. Additional projecting cells were detected in the orbitofrontal cortex, the cingulate cortex, the somatosensory cortex, the retrosplenial cortex, the preoptic area of the hypothalamus, and the contralateral visual cortex. We also consistently found cells in the basal telencephalon, most likely belonging to the nucleus basalis of Meynert.

![Reorganization of inputs to V1 of *Fmr1*^*−/y*^ mice.\
(**A**) Summary image showing the localization of all retrogradely (input; green) and anterogradely (local; red) labeled neurons of all WT (upper panel; *n* = 3) and *Fmr1*^*−/y*^ (lower panel; *n* = 3) mice within a 3D model. Scale bar, 1 mm. (**B**) Average distance of the retrogradely labeled cells from the injection site in *Fmr1*^*−/y*^ and WT mice (\*\*\**P* \< 0.0001, Mann-Whitney test). (**C**) The relative FLN (in percentage of total) plotted as a function of distance to the injection site indicates a significant change in the distribution (\*\*\**P* \< 0.0001, Kolmogorov-Smirnov test). (**C′**) In particular, the FLN with a distance of less than 0.5 mm is increased in *Fmr1*^*−/y*^ mice (*P* = 0.0242, unpaired *t* test). (**D**) FLN expressed as a function of brain area showing an increased number of local inputs (from V1) in *Fmr1*^*−/y*^ mice compared to WT mice (*P* = 1.57 × 10^−5^, multiple *t* tests corrected for multiple comparisons using the Holm-Sidak method with α = 0.05). Ctx, cortical areas; Vi, visual cortex; V1, primary Vi; V2, secondary Vi; V2L, lateral V2; V2MM, mediomedial V2; V2ML, mediolateral V2; Motor, motor cortex; Som, somatosensory cortex; RS, retrosplenial cortex; CG, cingulate cortex; Au, auditory cortex; Thal, thalamus; ON, other nuclei. (**E**) The average distance of the local input (within V1) is decreased in the *Fmr1*^*−/y*^ mice (*P* \< 0.0001, Mann-Whitney test). (**F**) The distribution of the local input (within V1) shows that the fraction 0 to 400 μm is increased, whereas the fraction above 600-μm distance is decreased (\*\*\**P* \< 0.0001, Kolmogorov-Smirnov test). All data are means ± SEM.](1500775-F2){#F2}

We found that the average distance from the injection site of all labeled neurons projecting to V1 was reduced in the *Fmr1*^*−/y*^ mice ([Fig. 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}, A and B; *P* \< 0.0001, Mann-Whitney test), which supports the "long-range hypoconnectivity versus local hyperconnectivity hypothesis of autism" ([@R2]). However, the concept of local connectivity is, in general, poorly defined in the literature and can be expressed (i) as a factor of distance from the injection site or (ii) with respect to a functionally defined brain area. We found that the number of local connections was increased in *Fmr1*^*−/y*^ mice according to both definitions ([Fig. 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}, C to F). For example, the FLN for proximal locations is significantly greater for *Fmr1*^*−/y*^ cf. wild-type subjects \[[Fig. 2C](#F2){ref-type="fig"}′; FLN(wild type)~proximal~ = 28.52 ± 6.17%; FLN(*Fmr1*^*−/y*^)~proximal~ = 53.63 ± 3.52%; *P* = 0.0242 using unpaired *t* test\]. Likewise, quantifying the FLN as a function of brain area shows a sig????nificant bias toward intrinsic inputs from within V1 \[[Fig. 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}, D to F; FLN(wild type)~intrinsic~ = 45.79 ± 4.29%; FLN(*Fmr1*^*−/y*^)~intrinsic~ = 62.28 ± 5.96%; *P* = 1.57 × 10^−5^ using multiple *t* tests corrected for multiple comparisons using the Holm-Sidak method with α = 0.05\]. When considering only the intrinsic input, we additionally found an increased local "input clustering" in *Fmr1*^*−/y*^ mice. Specifically, more incoming projections arrive from cells in proximity to the target zone ([Fig. 2E](#F2){ref-type="fig"}; *P* \< 0.0001, Mann-Whitney test) with a peak of input density at \~220 to 260 μm ([Fig. 2F](#F2){ref-type="fig"}).

Functional decoupling of neocortical regions
--------------------------------------------

Increased clustering has previously been shown to alter the dynamics of network activity ([@R41]) and may also serve to amplify the intrinsic signal at the expense of more distant inputs. An overrepresentation of the local information and a reduction of input from other regions would cause the target region to be more isolated and functionally decoupled from other brain areas. To test this possibility, we measured spontaneous activity using functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) in head-restrained *Fmr1*^*−/y*^ (*n* = 7) and wild-type (*n* = 10) mice under light isoflurane anesthesia. In particular, we measured the functional connectivity of the somatosensory, auditory, visual, and motor cortices; the dorsal and ventral hippocampi; and the subcortical areas ([Fig. 3](#F3){ref-type="fig"} and fig. S4).

![Functional decoupling of neocortical brain areas in *Fmr1*^*−/y*^ mice.\
Brain graph showing the network connectivity of nodes (blue spheres) via edges (lines, color-coded for their *Z* score), indicating the strength of the connections. (**A** to **D**) fMRI measurements under light isoflurane anesthesia revealed a reduced functional connectivity between a number of neocortical brain areas in the *Fmr1*^*−/y*^ (A and B; *n* = 7) compared to WT (C and D; *n* = 10) mice. In particular, the intrahemispheric connections are strongly affected (A and C), whereas the homotopic interhemispheric connectivity is only partially affected (for example, Mo-Mo; B and D). HC, hippocampus; Mo, motor cortex; S1, primary somatosensory cortex; V1, primary visual cortex; CPu, caudate putamen.](1500775-F3){#F3}

We found a functional decoupling that largely affected connections between the hippocampus and neocortical areas, as well as intracortical connectivity. For example, the visual cortex was less linked to the auditory, motor, and somatosensory cortices. Similarly, the connectivity between the auditory cortex and the dorsal and ventral hippocampi as well as the retrosplenial cortex was also deficient. Overall, all examined cortical areas appear to be strongly affected, and none of the probed connections showed an increase in functional connectivity. The predominant pattern of spontaneous activity (under light anesthesia) observed within the network supports the notion of a functional decoupling of numerous brain areas ([Fig. 3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}). The lateral (intrahemispheric) network connectivity ([Fig. 3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}, A and C, and fig. S4) was more strongly affected than the homotopic interhemispheric connectivity ([Fig. 3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}, B and D). However, we noted a general trend for reduced homotypic interhemispheric connectivity in the neocortical areas, with significant differences noted for the motor cortex \[fig. S4; *P* = 0.0034 using multivariate analysis of variance (ANOVA), corrected for multiple comparisons\]. Together, we provide evidence for global changes in functional connectivity in the forebrain of adult *Fmr1*^*−/y*^ mice.

DISCUSSION
==========

Here, we present converging evidence pointing to both large-scale and local connectivity changes impinging on the sensory circuits in *Fmr1*^*−/y*^ mice. In particular, we found a localized reduction in FA values, which points to white matter defects suggestive of alterations in the organization of the corpus callosum. We demonstrate, at the anatomical level, a local hyperconnectivity in V1 versus a long-range hypoconnectivity affecting global inputs into V1. These structural findings are corroborated by evidence of widespread cross-area functional hypoconnectivity, affecting the sensory circuits (among others) of *Fmr1*^*−/y*^ mice. Together, these findings lend support to the theory of "long-range hypoconnectivity versus local hyperconnectivity" in ASDs.

The local hyperconnectivity phenotype reported here for the visual cortex is consistent with recent findings from resting-state fMRI studies of adolescents with ASD ([@R42]). Although the methods used in the current study are not completely equivalent to those used by Keown *et al*. ([@R42])---because of the requirement for light anesthesia and the use of invasive tracers in the current study---they nonetheless point to a similar pattern of connectivity changes. Together, these findings support the notion that increased local connectivity might contribute to "islets of superior functioning" in the sensory neocortex ([@R7]). They could equally provide an explanation for the heightened sensitivity to visual stimuli (gaze aversion) ([@R43]) or the increased amplitude of visually evoked potentials ([@R44]) observed in FXS patients.

Altered sensory function has been consistently shown to be a feature of both FXS syndrome and ASD ([@R20]--[@R22], [@R33]). Although an altered balance of excitation/inhibition \[for example, Gibson *et al*. ([@R16])\] and increased neocortical/neuronal excitability ([@R28], [@R45]) clearly play a role in this phenomenon, structural connectivity changes resulting in, for example, the enhanced local hyperconnectivity demonstrated here could likely also exacerbate local network excitability. Alterations in visual perception, in particular an enhanced processing of fine detail or local structure, have consistently been shown to be a feature of ASD ([@R46]). Such perceptual alterations could likely contribute to some of the core behavioral features of the disorder ([@R46]). A better mechanistic understanding of how neuronal circuitry contributes to such phenomena could thus provide a platform for understanding some of the behavioral alterations observed in ASD ([@R31], [@R47]).

The development of quantitative biomarkers either for the evaluation of treatment response or for patient stratification is seen as a critical step toward the development of improved clinical trials for both ASD and FXS ([@R48]--[@R50]). Such markers could be used to document the effect of a clinical treatment or provide an advanced means of selecting patients who are likely to respond to a particular treatment especially in a multifaceted disorder like ASD ([@R22], [@R47], [@R51], [@R52]). Neuroimaging approaches are suggested to be particularly promising because they are objectively measurable and thought to reflect the underlying neurobiology of the disorder ([@R53]). The convergence of ASD susceptibility genes and FMRP (fragile X mental retardation protein) targets on pathways and processes governing connectivity ([@R9], [@R10]) further suggest that these molecules might also be targeted for pharmacological rescue. The next step in the validation of our findings would be to test whether candidate drugs can influence the aforementioned quantifiable parameters of structural or functional connectivity.

Although short-range connectivity changes have been described in *Fmr1*^*−/y*^ mice during early postnatal development (that is, 2 to 4 weeks postnatal), these alterations are generally thought to be transient in nature ([@R14], [@R16], [@R19], [@R45], [@R54]--[@R56]). Such changes have led to a theory of a critical window for cellular and structural plasticity, suggesting that intervention during this developmentally sensitive time window is crucial for this neurodevelopmental disorder ([@R56], [@R57]). Here, we show a connectivity phenotype present in adult *Fmr1*^*−/y*^ mice that challenges the notion that alterations in connectivity are restricted to this early developmental window. Largely in agreement with these findings are recent studies in humans, which identified large-scale network deficits in adolescent and adult FXS patients ([@R58], [@R59]). Particularly compelling are the findings that functional connectivity affecting a number of neocortical networks was reduced ([@R58]). In addition, the integrity of certain white matter structures was also reduced based on DTI in adolescence/adulthood and childhood ([@R60], [@R61]). Although it is clearly beyond the scope of the current study, it is important to note that rewiring of cortical circuits is possible, even during adulthood in healthy animals ([@R62]). Moreover, therapeutic rescue of connectivity features has previously been demonstrated in adolescence/adulthood in murine models of both FXS and ASD ([@R38], [@R63]).

Although we have chosen to focus on connectivity changes affecting the sensory regions of the neocortex in adulthood, this is by no means the only region implicated in the pathophysiology of FXS or ASD. Indeed, even within the context of sensory information processing, a variety of brain structures may play a role in the refinement of the neocortical circuits required for the integration of sensory information ([@R64]). Previous neuroimaging studies in individuals with FXS have identified a range of brain structures with abnormal volume, including caudate nucleus, amygdala, hippocampus, and specific regions of the neocortex and cerebellum \[reviewed by Lightbody and Reiss ([@R53])\]. More diverse changes have been more recently reported in both gray and white matter volumes in younger children with FXS ([@R65]), possibly reflecting refinements in imaging technology and developmental stage. For ASD in general, the findings are more diverse. Indeed, the overall pattern is one of heterogeneity, rather than defects in specific structures, reflecting perhaps differences in image analysis, varying criteria for subject inclusion, and the heterogeneity inherent within this population ([@R22], [@R47], [@R66]). With relevance to the current work, a meta-analysis of the existing structural MRI data suggests both an alteration of cortical thickness in the parietal lobes and reduced structural integrity of the corpus callosum ([@R66]). A recent study using MRI-based neuroanatomical characterization of diverse mouse models of ASD suggests that a mathematical clustering approach might be used to identify mouse models likely to respond to the same therapeutic rescue approach ([@R67]). In light of these findings, it would be interesting to determine whether mouse models co-clustering with the *Fmr1*^*−/y*^ model exhibit similar patterns of long- and short-range connectivity.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
=====================

Mice
----

Adult (9 to 12 weeks old) male *Fmr1*^*−/y*^ mice ([@R12]) in a C57BL/6 background and their male wild-type littermates \[as described by Zhang *et al*. ([@R28])\] were used in all experiments. Animals were bred at two sites, namely, the SPF (specific pathogen--free) animal facility of the Neurocentre Magendie (Bordeaux, France) and the animal facility of the Radboud University (Nijmegen, Netherlands). All experiments were performed according to the European Directive governing the use of experimental animals (2010/63/EU) and local institutional guidelines; all experiments received previous ethical approval from the Ethics Committee of Bordeaux (CE2A50; approval \#5012024-A). Genotypes were determined by a polymerase chain reaction analysis of DNA extracted from tail samples. All experiments and analysis were performed with the experimenter being blind to the genotype.

Virus production
----------------

SAD ΔG-eGFP (RG), a retrograde variant of glycoprotein-deleted recombinant rabies virus, was produced as previously described by Haberl *et al*. ([@R39]). VSV G^RtmC^-pseudotyped SAD ΔG-mCherry, an anterograde variant of the same virus, was produced as previously described by Haberl *et al*. using BSR T7/5 cells ([@R39]).

Stereotactic injections
-----------------------

Stereotactic injections were performed in *Fmr1*^*−/y*^ and wild-type mice at 10 to 12 weeks of age. The stereotactic injections of viral vectors were performed in isoflurane-anesthetized and head-fixed mice using a 10-μl glass syringe fitted with a 34-gauge needle or a pulled glass pipette. Injection volume and speed were controlled using a WPI Ultra Micro Pump. Viral injections were performed using a 9:1 mixture of retrograde RABV ΔG (expressing enhanced green fluorescent protein) and anterograde RABV ΔG (expressing mCherry) as described by Haberl *et al*. ([@R68]). mCherry expression at the site of injection was used to verify injection coordinates and determine the precise location of the injection. Injection coordinates for upper layer 5 of V1 were at anterior/posterior (A/P) 2.8 mm, lateral (L) 2.25 mm, and dorsal/ventral (D/V) 0.5 mm. A/P and L coordinates are given with respect to the bregma, whereas D/V coordinates are given with respect to the brain surface. Precise coordinates were later validated for each injection by calculating the center of mass of all anterogradely \[SAD ΔG-mCherry (VSV G^RtmC^)\] labeled neurons in the respective brain (COM~i~). To verify that all injections are comparable (mapping the same area), we calculated the SD from the injection coordinates using the COM~i~ of all analyzed injections: A/P, 2.8 ± 0.175 mm; L, 2.25 ± 0.126 mm; and D/V, 0.5 ± 0.06 mm. All distance calculations were performed for every cell to the COM~i~ of the respective brain.

Mouse brain slice preparation
-----------------------------

Mice were perfused and brains were sectioned as previously described by Haberl *et al*. ([@R39]). Briefly, mice were administered a lethal dose of sodium pentobarbital and then transcardially perfused with 30 ml of normal Ringer's solution followed by 100 ml of a 4% paraformaldehyde (PFA) solution in 1× phosphate-buffered saline. The mouse brains were dissected and postfixated in 4% PFA solution and slices were cut using a vibratome (Leica). For whole-forebrain sectioning, brains were immersed in 10% gelatin, postfixed 2 hours in 4% PFA, sectioned in 50-μm slices, and mounted using Prolong Gold Antifade Reagent.

Fluorescence microscopy and analysis
------------------------------------

Images of the entire forebrain were acquired using a scanning mosaic wide-field fluorescence acquisition system (NanoZoomer, Hamamatsu) equipped with a 20× 0.75 numerical aperture objective. Images were acquired by scanning each section at multiple (about five to six) *z*-positions with an 8-μm step size. Analysis of retrogradely and locally labeled cells was performed blind to the genotype. Fiducial markers were placed manually on the cell position, and images were segmented using the mouse brain atlas (*The Mouse Brain in Stereotaxic Coordinates* by K. B. J. Franklin and G. Paxinos, 1997). Fiducial points transformed in a 3D average brain atlas in Vaa3D software ([@R69]) were used to compute the Euclidian distance of each marker in the whole brain in *xyz* directions from the injection site. The brain model was previously generated from anatomical MRI scans of adult C57BL/6 mice at 16-μm spatial resolution ([@R40]). The precise coordinates of each injection site were confirmed by calculating the center of mass of cells infected by the local tracer SAD ΔG-mCherry (VSV-G). We counted a total of 7209 retrogradely labeled neurons and calculated an average distance of 973 μm to its respective COM~i~ (1183 μm in the wild-type mice and 810 μm in the *Fmr1*^−/*y*^ mice) equaling a total minimum wiring length of 6.94 m (1.22 ± 0.09 m in wild type versus 1.09 ± 0.07 m in *Fmr1*^−/*y*^).

### Definition

To test the hypothesis of short-ranging hyperconnectivity, we determined the intrinsic and the proximal FLN. Retrogradely labeled neurons within V1 are intrinsic. Proximity was set as distance below 500 μm.

Magnetic resonance imaging
--------------------------

MRI measurements were performed with an 11.7-T BioSpec Avance III small animal MR system (Bruker BioSpin) equipped with an actively shielded gradient set of 600 mT/m and operated by Paravision 5.1 software. We used a circular polarized volume resonator for signal transmission and an actively decoupled mouse brain quadrature surface coil for signal reception (Bruker BioSpin). The levels of anesthesia and mouse physiological parameters were monitored following an established protocol to obtain a reliable measurement of functional connectivity ([@R70]). Briefly, during the MR experiments, low-dose isoflurane was used (3.5% for induction and \~1.5% for maintenance), slightly adjusted throughout the experiment to maintain a fast and stable breathing frequency (\>130 beats/min). The mice were placed in a stereotactic device to immobilize the head. Body temperature was measured with a rectal thermometer and maintained at 37°C by a heated airflow device.

After standard adjustments and shimming, fMRI data sets were acquired using a single-shot spin-echo sequence combined with echo-planar imaging (SE-EPI) sequence. Six hundred repetitions with a repetition time (TR) of 1.8 s and an echo time (TE) of 16.9 ms were recorded for a total acquisition time of 18 min. Other imaging parameters were as follows: field of view, 25 × 25 mm; image matrix, 96 × 96; spatial resolution, 260 × 260 × 500 μm; number of slices, 9.

Diffusion of water was imaged as previously described by Zerbi *et al*. ([@R32]) and Harsan *et al*. ([@R71]). In short, 22 axial slices covering the whole brain were acquired with a four-shot SE-EPI protocol. *B*~0~ shift compensation, navigator echoes, and an automatic correction algorithm to limit the occurrence of ghosts and artifacts were implemented. Encoding *b* factors of 0 s/mm^2^ (*b*~0~ images; 5×) and 1000 s/mm^2^ were used and diffusion-sensitizing gradients were applied along 30 noncollinear directions in 3D space. Other imaging parameters were as follows: TR, 7.55 s; TE, 20 ms; field of view, 20 × 20 mm; image matrix, 128 × 128; spatial resolution, 156 × 156 × 500 μm; total acquisition time, 18 min.

Functional connectivity measurements
------------------------------------

The fMRI data sets were processed as previously described by Zerbi *et al*. ([@R70]). Briefly, the data were first realigned using a least-squares method and rigid-body transformation with Statistical Parametric Mapping (SPM) mouse toolbox \[SPM5, University College London ([@R72])\]. The mean SE-EPI images of each mouse were then used to generate and normalize the data into a study-specific template through linear affine and nonlinear diffeomorphic transformation \[ANTs (Advanced Normalization Tools) V1.9, <http://picsl.upenn.edu/ANTS/>\]. On the template, 17 areas were selected in the left and right hemispheres and back-transformed in each subject space using the inverse of the affine and diffeomorphic transformations. Brain regions were segmented based on an MRI atlas ([@R40]) and include the following: dorsal hippocampus, ventral hippocampus, auditory cortex, primary motor cortex, somatosensory cortex, primary visual cortex, retrosplenial cortex, piriform cortex, amygdala, pretectal area, caudate putamen, lateral geniculate nucleus, globus pallidus, parafascicular nucleus, ventral posterolateral nucleus, and ventral posteromedial nucleus. In-plane spatial smoothing (0.4 × 0.4 mm) and temporal high-pass filtering (cutoff at 0.01 Hz) were applied to compen??????sate for small across-mouse misregistration and temporal low-frequency noise using the FEAT tool of FSL \[FSL 5.0 ([@R73])\]. Functional connectivity between regions of interest (ROIs) was calculated from the blood oxygen level--dependent time series after movement regression using total correlation analyses implemented in FSLNets (FSLNets, V0.3, [www.fmrib.ox.ac.uk/fsl](http://www.fmrib.ox.ac.uk/fsl)). Pearson correlation values were Fisher-transformed to *Z* scores for group comparisons and statistical analysis.

Diffusion tensor MRI parameter estimation
-----------------------------------------

The calculation of the two commonly used DT-MRI parameters, mean diffusivity (MD) and FA, was performed following a protocol as previously described by Zerbi *et al*. ([@R32]). Briefly, the diffusion images were first realigned with SPM mouse toolbox to compensate for small movement artifacts; thereafter, the data sets were spatially normalized to a study-specific template through linear affine and nonlinear diffeomorphic transformation using ANTs. Following these preprocessing steps, the diffusion tensor was estimated for every voxel using the PATCH algorithm ([@R74]). ROIs in several white matter and gray matter areas were drawn on the template image based on an anatomical atlas (*The Mouse Brain in Stereotaxic Coordinates*), and the resulting FA and MD values were measured for further statistical analyses.

Statistical analysis
--------------------

Prism 6.0e was used for analysis with statistical tests as described. All values were presented as means ± SEM unless stated otherwise. Two-tailed unpaired *t* tests were performed to evaluate the difference between two groups of data. Mann-Whitney test was used to compare two groups in the absence of Gaussian distribution. Two-sample Kolmogorov-Smirnov test was used to test for the equality of distributions. Multiple *t* tests corrected for multiple comparison using the Holm-Sidak method and multivariate ANOVA corrected for multiple comparison using Bonferroni's method were used for the analysis of more than two parameters. The specific details are provided in the text and in each figure legend.
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Fig. S1. High-field 11.7-T DT-MRI measurements of the white and gray matter of adult *Fmr1*^*−/y*^ and wild-type littermate mice.

Fig. S2. Tracing of the input to V1.

Fig. S3. Schematic representation of the experimental strategy for the 3D anatomical registration of projection neurons into V1.

Fig. S4. Functional connectivity matrix of wild-type and *Fmr1*^*−/y*^ mice.

Movie S1. Slice view and 3D view, illustrating the 3D mouse brain model with the combined positions of all retrogradely (input; green) and anterogradely (local; red) labeled neurons in wild-type mice.

Movie S2. Slice view and 3D view, illustrating the 3D mouse brain model with the combined positions of all retrogradely (input; green) and anterogradely (local; red) labeled neurons in *Fmr1*^*−/y*^ mice.
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